Introduction
Light is a means of choice to probe and manipulate properties of molecules and magnetism is a proven and particularly well-suited property for information handling and storage.
Hence, photomagnetism has emerged as one of the most promising approach in nanosciences.
Photomagnetism of molecule-based materials is nowadays a mature research field.
[1] The bulk nature of these molecular materials is recognized to play a determining role in Abstract: Ground-and excited-state magnetic properties of recently characterized p-conjugated photomagnetic organic molecules are analyzed by the means of density functional theory (DFT). The systems under investigation are made up of an anthracene (An) unit primarily acting as a photosensitizer (P), one or two iminonitroxyl (IN) or oxoverdazyl (OV) stable organic radical(s) as the dangling spin carrier(s) (SC), and intervening phenylene connector(s) (B). The magnetic behavior of these multicomponent systems, represented here by the HeisenbergDirac magnetic exchange coupling (J), as well as the EPR observables (g tensors and isotropic A values), are accurately modeled and rationalized by using our DFT approach. As the capability to quantitatively assess intramolecular exchange coupling J in the excited state makes it possible to undertake rational optimization of photomagnetic systems, DFT was subsequently used to model new compounds exhibiting different connection schemes for their functional components (P, B, SC). We show in the present work that it is worthwhile considering the triplet state of anthracene, that is, P when promoted in its lowest photoexcited state, as a full magnetic site in the same capacity as the remote SCs.
This framework allows us to accurately account for the interplay between transient ( 3 An) and persistent (IN, OV) spin carriers, which magnetically couple according to a sole polarization mechanism essentially supported by phenyl connector(s). From our theoretical investigations of photoinduced spin alignment, some general rules are proposed and validated. Relying on the analysis of spin-density maps, they allow us to predict the magnetic behavior of purely organic magnets in both the ground and the excited states. Finally, the notion of photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs) is derived and potential application towards molecular spintronics disclosed.
Keywords: density functional calculations · magnetic properties · molecular spintronics · photomagnetic molecular devices · radicals both the successful achievement of their photomagnetic activity and the multifunctional integration they require as "smart materials". [2, 3] Thereby, the multifaceted nature of molecular object is often turned to good account by properly applying modern concepts of supramolecular chemistry, even though adjustments inherent to magnetism are sometimes advisable. [4] As a matter of fact, much less work has been devoted to photomagnetism essentially relying on the sole molecular basis. [5] [6] [7] Indeed, the more than two thousand years old Magnetism [8] has only recently sprouted the branch of molecular magnetism. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Meanwhile, the last decades have also witnessed tremendous advances in the conceptual rationalization of multifunctional integration at the (intra-)A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G molecular level (including photoactivity) [14] [15] [16] [17] and in performances of spectroscopic methods with respect to both time and space resolution. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Concomitantly, theoretical tools have shown major developments allowing to accurately account for behaviors of ever-increasing complexity. [25] Hence, brought together, these progressions have made possible recent materialization and study of prototype photomagnetic organic and inorganic molecular compounds. [26] In this context, with the aim to design new photoswitch-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G able molecule-based magnetic devices, an increasing interest has risen towards systems that can change their overall spin multiplicity upon light excitation. One approach consists in transiently organizing the intramolecular spin alignment of the inner spin carriers (SCs) of properly designed photoactive paramagnetic entities. In these systems, the SCs are arranged about a diamagnetic center (core) to which they are all connected through bridging units. Basically, the working principle of such photomagnetic systems relies on the change of the magnetic status of the core from diamagnetic to paramagnetic [27] upon absorption of a photon. The localized change may result from a redox process (e.g. oxidation following electron transfer, ET), a photophysical process (e.g. triplet-state formation) and in principle even a magnetic process (spin-crossover phenomenon). In the initial ground state, the SCs are normally loosely coupled one each other through the diamagnetic core, while in the photopromoted state, they are all strongly coupled to the same central magnetic site. As a result, peripheral persistent SCs are correlated (spin alignment) regardless of whether magnetic coupling with the activated core is ferro-or antiferromagnetic. Light activation of the core can be performed either 1) directly or 2) indirectly. In the former, case 1, the closedshell core primarily functions as a photosensitizing chromophore (P). Upon light absorption, P can either be simply promoted into its paramagnetic lowest excited state (Scheme 1a) or undergo an ET to one of the SC peripheral units (Scheme 1b).
[6a] In the latter, case 2, the core is activated by a photoactive remote site undergoing an ET or an electronic energy transfer (EnT; Scheme 1c). [28] In the following, we only consider case 1, that is, the direct-light activation of the core, which therefore has primarily the function of a photosensitizer (P). Depending on whether the light-triggered activation mode of this core (P) is based on a purely photophysical process (Scheme 1a) or involves a redox process (Scheme 1b), the very nature of the activated P (as spin carrier) will be different. In both cases, however, *P effectively plays the role of a nexus core for the intramolecular spin alignment by virtue of its central location, and when activated.
Clearly, the larger the number of peripheral SCs (arbi-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G trarily set to six SCs in the Scheme 1) the greater the photomagnetic effect is expected. In this respect, so-called highspin molecules are therefore potentially desirable as recently demonstrated by one of us, [6a] who devised photoswitchable octacyanomolybdate-based heptanuclear magnetic compounds.
[6a, 29] Thus, both the photoactive P element and the persistent spin carriers (SCs) can be complexes of metal ions, usually from the d-block, from the first row for the SCs and from the second or third row for the P. The use of such inorganic building blocks is likely to favor a working mode that involves intramolecular ET (Scheme 1b). However, the P and the SCs can also be purely organic components, possibly encompassed in hybrid organic-inorganic assemblies. Actually, it is worth classifying the various compounds as a function of the nature of the bridging elements and related connection types. On the one hand, there are systems in which SCs and the photoactive nexus core (P) are connected by coordination or sigma bonds. Examples of prototype systems of this kind are the fullerene-mononitroxide assemblies, [30] the tetraphenylporphyrinatozinc(ii) complex with ppyridylnitronylnitroxide (ZnTPP-nitpy; in the solid phase) [31] and the above-mentioned octacyanomolybdatebased heptanuclear compounds.
[6a] On the other hand, there are assemblies in which these units are p conjugated, the coupling being expected to be the strongest for these sytems. Prototype systems of this second class are rather scarce and we believe are essentially represented by purely organic molecules designed by Teki, in Osaka. [32, 33] Scheme 1. Working principle of photoactivated high-spin molecules (three selected cases).
Thus, have recently synthesized and characterized an intriguing series of molecular systems ( Figure 1a ) containing two stable radicals as SCs, namely oxoverdazyl (OV) [34] or iminonitroxyl (IN; note in IUPAC nomenclature the use of aminoxyl instead of nitroxyl is recommended), [35] connected to an anthracene (An) [36] core-as the P unit-by p-phenylene (ph) bridging elements. They have investigated the coupling between the SCs both in the ground and in the excited states. Photoinduced spin alignment has been studied by carrying out involved spectroscopic experiments, including time-resolved electron-spin resonance. In principle, the working mode derived for these prototype photomagnetic systems should relate back to the one depicted in Scheme 1a. Indeed, in the ground state, the two SCs of the diradical systems (Td 1 and Td 2; Figure 1a) are weakly antiferromagnetically coupled through the diamagnetic spin coupler made up of 9,10-diphenylanthracene [ph-An-ph]. Upon light-excitation of the assembly, An is promoted to its excited paramagnetic (S = 1) triplet state (T), which couples ferromagnetically with the dangling stable radicals through intervening phenyls. A quintet state (Qn; S = 2) results from the intramolecular spin alignment in the excited state and was thus observed for the first time in a purely organic system.
[32j] Similarly, Teki and collaborators also managed to demonstrate the formation of purely organic excited quartet (S = 3/2) state (Qr) in the case of affiliated monoradical species (Dd 1 and Dd 2; Figure 1a ). Moreover, they have shown that in these open-shell organic molecules, intersystem crossing leading to the Qr and Qn thermally equilibrated excited (thexi) states is at one and the same time enhanced and selective. [32] From a theoretical viewpoint, the same authors have performed preliminary ab-initio calculations, based on density functional theory (DFT), in order to clarify the mechanism of coupling in the excited state.
[32i] In particular, by analyzing the spin-density (SD) patterns computed for the high-spin excited-state, they proposed the mechanism depicted in Scheme 2. The coupling of the two dangling radicals is explained in terms of "prevalence of SD delocalization over SD polarization onto part (namely the anthracene domain) of the *A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G [ph-An-ph] photoexcited spin coupler, resulting in an overall polarization pattern favorable to ferromagnetic interaction of remote SCs". Thus, it was inferred that, in the excited state, spin delocalization mechanism within the anthracene moiety of the "spin coupler" overcomes the spin polarization effect, which prevails in the ground state.
We show in the present work that it is worthwhile alternatively considering triplet-state of anthracene as a full magnetic site in the same capacity as the two remote SCs, which couples with other site(s) according to the sole polarization mechanism essentially supported by phenyl connector(s). Thus, these appealing photomagnetic systems can also be viewed as prototype molecules for photoswitchable, purely organic, high-spin molecules working according to the principle depicted in Schemes 1a and 3.
In spite of the potential importance of (intramolecular) spin alignment upon photonic interactions in the main- Figure 1 . Schematic drawing and labeling schemes of various photomagnetic molecular systems studied. a) Experimentally characterized species.
[32b-d,g-j] b) Alternative connection schemes.
Scheme 2. Working principle of the herein studied photomagnetic systems according to Teki.
[32]
stream of advanced photoresponsive magnetic-moleculebased systems, theoretical research devoted to this phenomenon are rare. [32i, 37] In particular, determination of exchange coupling in the excited state has not been assessed yet. However, capability of determining the magnitude of intramolecular exchange couplings in the excited state is a necessary (key) step towards rational optimization of photomagnetic efficiency of molecular devices. As such quantities are not readily available from experiment, their theoretical assessment is mandatory.
In the present contribution, we used DFT to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the magnetic properties of the well-documented diradical species (Td 1 and Td 2, Figure 1a ) and their affiliated mono-radicals molecules (Dd 1 and Dd 2) in order to model their excited state behavior. Starting from structural and spin-density analyses, the coupling between the spin carriers and the role of the spin coupler in both the ground and excited states was investigated. In particular, using the broken symmetry (BS) approach, we were able to compute the magnetic coupling in both the ground and excited states, thus giving not only a qualitative but also a quantitative estimate of the exchange coupling constant in the excited state (ES; J ES , Scheme 3). The main EPR spectroscopic parameters (A iso , electronic g tensors) were also computed. The reliability of the computational procedure was therefore confirmed by the good agreement found with respect to the experimental data available for the existing reference systems. This theoretical approach was subsequently applied to investigate the photomagnetic behavior of other (new) mono-and diradical species (Dd 3, Dd 4, Td 3, and Td 4) showing alternative connection schemes for their functional components (Figure 1b) .
Actually, the series of photoresponsive molecules devised and characterized by Teki yields an unique opportunity to assess the pertinence of defining supramolecular photomagnetism, being understood within the same context as that of the supramolecular photochemistry paradigm developed by Balzani for photochemical molecular devices (PMDs) [14] that is, in the present case, assembly of components (polyads) to obtain photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs). Herein, we show that such an analytical grid indeed allows the accurate qualitative description of photomagnetic behaviors observed so far, in addition to providing the means for identifying proper model compounds to compute key intensive quantities, such as exchange coupling constants (J) attached to both the ground and excited states of the two-(dyad) and three-component (triad) molecular systems. In doing so, a conceptual framework allowing accurate description of the interplay between transient and persistent magnetic sites is proposed together with criteria for unambiguously defining the basic notions of magnetic (super)sites, connecting elements and attached exchange-coupling pathways for PMMDs.
Guidelines for improving photomagnetic behaviors were finally derived and potential application of PMMDs towards molecular spintronics is disclosed.
Computational Methods
All calculations, except those of g tensors, were performed in the gas phase by using the Gaussian 03 package. [38] The hybrid PBE0 exchangecorrelation functional, [39] casting 25 % of Hartree-Fock exchange in the parent generalised gradient approximation (GGA) functional (i.e., Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof; PBE), [40] was used throughout for calculations of both structural and magnetic properties within unrestricted formalism.
Structural optimizations and subsequent frequency calculations were performed by using the Dunning-Hay double-zeta valence basis set, [41] hereafter referred to as LANL2 basis.
Larger basis sets were used to compute magnetic properties such as the isotropic exchange coupling constant (J) and the isotropic, Fermi, hyperfine interaction (A iso ). For such calculations, a Pople double-zeta split valence basis (6-31G) [42] was used for all atoms belonging to the central diphenyl-anthracene unit, while all other non-hydrogen atoms were described by the same basis enhanced by one d polarization function and a diffuse function (6-31 + G(d)). [42] This ensemble of basis sets will be referred to as Pople mix in the following.
To compare with the experimental results, the magnetic exchange interaction between the radical units was interpreted using the HeisenbergDirac-Van Vleck (HDVV) spin Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)]. [43] [44] [45] H HD ¼ À2
Using this notation, negative J values correspond to an antiferromagnetic interaction, while positive ones are related to a ferromagnetic interaction. To compute the J values, the broken-symmetry (BS) approach was applied. [46] [47] [48] In particular, J was computed from Equation (2), in which hS
Finally, g tensors were computed by using the ORCA program [50] and a 6-31G(d) basis for all atoms. The g tensors are given as deviations (Dg) with respect to the free-electron value (g e = 2.002319). Dg is expressed in ppm. Considering a Pauli Hamiltonian up to O(a) 2 , there are three main contributions to g shifts [Eq. (4)], [51] in which the Dg RMC and Dg RMC contributions are first-order terms taking into account relativistic mass (RMC) and gauge (GC) corrections while the last term, Dg RMC , is a second-order contribution to the g-shifts arising from the coupling of the orbital zeeman (OZ) and the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) operators. This term can be expressed as Equation (5).
In Equation (5), h SOC is the spatial part of the effective one-electron spinorbit coupling operator and B k the k component of the external magnetic field. In principle, the SOC is composed of one-and two-electron parts; however, it can be approximated by using a one-electron operator. The complexity of the exact calculation is then reduced accordingly. In this approach, the simplest approximation, based on the use of adjusted effective nuclear charges (hereafter Koseki), was applied. In this case, the one-electron approximate SOC operator simply reads as Equation (6) , in which l ! A (i) is the angular momentum operator of the i-th electron relative to the nucleus A and s ! (i) its spin-operator. The function zA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (r i,A ) is defined in Equation (7), [52] in which Z A eff is the effective nuclear charge of atom A at position R ! A .
No attempts were made to compute zero-field splitting parameters, since it is known that spin-spin contributions to D, not included in the present calculations, are dominant with respect to the SOC terms for triplet states of linear polyacenes. [53] Besides, we are aware that such terms have been recently included in the Orca package. [54] In the following, all excited states will be suffixed with *. Finally, when atomic spin population (ASP) is discussed, we always refer to Mulliken spin population.
Results and Discussion
In the following, the properties of existing systems (Dd 1, Dd 2, Td 1 and Td 2; Figure 1a ) will be first analyzed from structural, electronic, and magnetic viewpoints, allowing the validation of the theoretical approach against available experimental data. Then, theses issues will be discussed and rationalized in the framework of supramolecular photomagnetism, leading to the definition of photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs). On these bases, structural and magnetic behaviors of four new iminonitroxyl derivatives (Dd 3, Dd 4, Td 4 and Td 4; Figure 1b) will be finally investigated.
Validation of the theoretical approach against available experimental data-structural insights into ground and excited states for Td 1 and Td 2: Since intramolecular structural features, and especially conformation, play a pivotal role in closely coupled and potentially fully p-conjugated, compact, systems, [55] [56] [57] structural optimizations have to be done carefully.
Schematic representations and numbering schemes of systems Td 1, Td 2, Dd 1, and Dd 2 are given in Figure 1a . In all calculations concerning iminonitroxide derivatives (Td 1 and Dd 1), methyl substituents (R 1 ) were replaced with hydrogen atoms. This simplification is widely applied [58, 59] as it does not significantly affect either the electronic or the structural overall properties of the systems. No such structural simplification was applied when modeling verdazyl derivatives Td 2 and Dd 2. In the case of Td 2, however, we have checked that removal of tert-butyl substituents [32g] grafted on the anthracene core of molecules actually investigated at the experimental level has no effect on computational issues (see Table SI -II in Supporting Information).
The computed structural parameters are collected in Tables 1 and 2 for iminonitroxide (Td 1 and Dd 1) and oxoverdazyl (Td 2 and Dd 2) derivatives, respectively, together with experimental data available for similar systems.
In the ground state, structural features of the spin carriers of both the mono-(Dd 1 and Dd 2) and the diradical (Td 1 and Td 2) species are found to be practically insensitive to the overall spin state, thus confirming the intrinsic sturdiness of the IN and OV radicals. In all cases, the radical moieties are found to be planar, although no symmetry constraints were applied, yielding a pseudo-C s symmetry in the case of the IN moieties and retaining a pseudo-C 2v symmetry for the OV subunits.
When analyzing the iminonitroxide derivative Dd 1 ( ph-An-ph [a] From X-ray structure of 1,1-dimethyl-2,5-bis-(iminonitroxyl-phenyl)-3,4-diphenylsilole (TPSIN). [33a] http://doc.rero.ch [33a] and previous calculations [59] on systems containing IN units. These bond lengths are overestimated by approximately 0.045 with respect to the experimental X-ray structure available for an analogous phenyl-substituted iminonitroxide fragment (1.279/1.243 and 1.380/1.369 , respectively). [33a] The nitrogen-oxygen distance
is also slightly overestimated with respect to experimental data (1.268/1.270 , Table SI-I in Supporting Information). [33a] Both the intermolecular stacking and the presence of solvent, neglected in the current calculations, can account for the difference between computed and experimental data. Indeed, a better agreement with X-ray data is ob-
) distances, the largest deviation being of 0.01 (refer to Table SI-I). Similarly, bond angles, including a(N1-C2
IN -N3), are in very good agreement with experimental data (largest deviation % 18, Table SI-I).
Regarding the verdazyl derivatives, there is a good agreement with both X-ray data [60] and previous calculations [61] on systems containing the OV unit. In particular, when comparing calculated internal structure parameters of Dd 2 to experimental data [60] (Table 2 and Table SI-II) , maximum deviations for bond lengths and angles (including a(N6-C1 OV -N2)) are 0.03 and 2.08, respectively.
Concerning the ground state of the spin-coupling assembly (that is, [ph-An-ph]), the calculated bond lengths and angles are virtually the same regardless of whether diphenyl-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G anthracene is isolated or embedded within Td 1 or Td 2, except for dihedral angle q 1 between the plane of the phenyl spacer and that of the central ring of anthracene ( Figure 1a ). In the case of the IN derivative (Td 1), the system is computed to be slightly more flat by about 28 (Table 1) than isolated diphenylanthracene. For the verdazyl derivative (Td 2, Table 2 ), a flattening of the structure by 48 is observed only in the case of the triplet state (S = 1) corresponding to an energy disadvantaged, ferromagnetic coupling of spin momenta of the remote SCs (see below). Effects of the same order of magnitude are also found for monoradical species Dd 1 and Dd 2. This moderate conformational difference is most likely of electronic origin and related to p conjugation with the dangling radical(s) (q 2 38). Nevertheless, the small amplitude of the flattening (about q 1 ) upon SC appending together with the fact that the internal geometric features of both the SCs and the spin coupler units are only scarcely modified, suggest that each component basically retains its structural integrity within the molecular assemblies.
Upon light-excitation, the only remarkable structural change in the considered systems is the planarization [62] of the diphenylanthracene assemblies revealed by the computed values of q 1 , which are getting noticeably smaller in the excited state than in the ground state (Tables 1 and 2) . Again, even if such a type of structural relaxation is also computed for the parent diphenylanthracene upon S 0 to T 1 excitation (Dq 1 = 108), the amplitude of the planarization is clearly enhanced by the presence of the dangling SCs. Indeed, on going from the ground to the excited state, a planarization about q 1 of 14.48 and 17.78 is obtained for Td 1* and Td 2* and of 14.88 and 16.88 for Dd 1* and Dd 2*, respectively.
Spin density patterns and magnetic properties of Td 1 and Td 2-ground state properties (Td functional model): To rationalize the experimental magnetic behavior of Td 1 and Td 2, a single J (J GS ; GS= ground state) parameter Dirac phenomenological Hamiltonian was used, in which J GS describes the coupling between the spin carriers in the ground state (Scheme 3). Experimentally, it has been found that pairs of IN (Td 1) and OV (Td 2) SCs are weakly and antiferromagnetically interacting in the ground state. From the temperature dependence of the EPR signals, exchange coupling constants (J GS /k B ) could be determined: À5.8 K for Td 1
[32h] and À3 K for Td 2.
[32g]
The calculations reproduce correctly the relative energies of the different spin states for both Td 1 and Td 2. The antiferromagnetic state, here represented by the broken-symmetry solution, is predicted to be the most stable (see below).
In the case of the iminonitroxide triad (Td 1) in its antiferromagnetic (ground) state, two different conformers of the diradical were analyzed, namely the trans and the cis conformers with respect to peripheral nitroxide moieties (NÀ O). Both of the isomers correspond to minima on the potential energy surface. The trans form being more stable by only 0.9 kJ mol À1 . Hence, we can state that the two forms should coexist although the barrier for interconversion should be higher (as in the case of biphenyl derivatives [63] ). To quantify the exchange coupling constants within Td 1 and Td 2, the broken-symmetry (BS) approach and the Pople mix basis set were used, according to the procedure described in the Computational Methods section. The computed J GS /k B values, reported in Table 3 , are in good agreement with the experimental data even though slightly underestimated, that is, À0.2 K for Td 1 (trans isomer) and À0.1 K for Td 2 were computed instead of À5.8 K and À3 K, respectively, that was measured. [64] Table 2. Selected structural parameters computed for oxoverdazyl (OV) derivatives Td 2 and Dd 2 in the ground state (Td 2, Dd 2) and in the excited state (Td 2*, Dd 2*) as a function of the overall spin state. Available X-ray data for similar systems are given for comparison purposes. Distances in , angles in degrees. For labeling scheme refer to Figure 1a .
Td 2 (BS; m S = 0) Td 2 S = 1 Td 2* S = 2 Dd 2 S = 1/2 Dd 2* S = 3/2 OV (exptl) S = 1/2 [a] X-ray structure of 1,3,5-triphenyl-6-oxoverdazyl from reference [60c]. [b] X-ray structure of 1,5-dimethyl-3-(2-pyridyl)-6-oxoverdazyl radical from reference [60a] .
However, it should be borne in mind that evaluation of J values was made by using the BS approach, which relies on a projection technique usually yielding larger errors both in absolute and relative values than post-HF methods. [65] Therefore, the degree of agreement with experimental data reported here is considered to be within the precision range of the computational procedure applied. Most importantly, given that magnetic coupling strongly depends on structural features, we can reasonably state that optimized structures obtained here also correctly characterize the ground state of the molecules.
From the viewpoint of electronic structures, the unpaired electrons (here evaluated by analyzing the Mulliken atomic spin population, ASP) are virtually fully localized on the dangling radicals (IN or OV units): the overall spin density localized on the anthracene core is negligible (< 1 %) for both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states. Indeed, a small fraction of spin density with opposite sign ( % 1 %) is found to be localized on the phenyl B-subunits, even though these moieties are strongly conjugated with the SCs (q 2 < 38). This issue is consistent with the structural picture computed for the ground state, confirming that each of the radical units basically retains its identity within the polyad systems.
Additional information on the coupling mechanism can be inferred from the analysis of spin-density maps, as already proposed by Teki and others. [32, 66, 67] It is worth noting that a spin polarization pattern is present on the phenyl bridging subunits and also on the diamagnetic anthracene core, as revealed by the spin-density maps computed for Dd 1 and Dd 2 (Figure 2) . Nevertheless, if the spin polarization mechanism yields larger spin-density patterns on the phenyl (with an overall negative spin density of 0.1 e À on this subunit), the much smaller fraction of spin density computed on each atom of the anthracene unit as well as the negligible overall spin density localized on it, comply with the very weak coupling found between the two dangling radicals of Td 1 and Td 2. Actually, the closed-shell anthracene unit exhibits a poor superexchange pathway for magnetic interaction, thus accounting for the small values computed and measured for J GS /k B .
Still, in an attempt to assess the coupling between the SCs within the diradical triad species, one can make good use of the spin-density patterns computed for the corresponding dyads, in line with the approach proposed by Teki.
[32] We first concentrated on the more documented case of Dd 1 iminonitroxide derivative, since the same type of arguments holds for the verdazyl derivative. Spin density map of Dd 1 (Figure 2 ) clearly reveals that appending of SC results in a polarization pattern of SD over the An core, which is rather low but sufficient to induce polarizations of opposite signs at positions 9 and 10. Therefore, in the case of the 9,10-disubstituted anthracene diradical (that is, Td 1), the two SCs polarize in-phase the spin coupler (An) through the bridging phenyl connectors only if they are antiferromagnetically coupled. In contrast, for the case of a ferromagnetic alignment of the spin borne by remote SCs, the spin polarization patterns (characterized by sign alternation of spin densities on adjacent nuclei of the p-system network) originating from each of the two radicals are out-of-phase (that is, contributions of opposite sign on the same atoms; "destructive interference"), giving rise to a mismatch domain situated on the anthracene backbone, revealed by an overall lowering of local ASPs including at the key 9-and 10-positions ( Figure 3) . As a result, the triplet state (S = 1) is higher in energy than the singlet state, and the latter is therefore the genuine ground state. Clearly the overall coupling will remain weak, since the spin density computed on the atoms of anthracene is small. The same reasoning based on the matching of spin polarization patterns originating from dangling radicals, in agreement with well-established p-topological rules, [68] allows us to anticipate a ferromagnetic ground state for 9,2-disubstituted anthracene-based triad (hereafter denoted Td 4), whereas an antiferromagnetic ground state is inferred for a 9,1-disubstituted triad isomer (hereafter denoted Td 3). The validity of these inferences is discussed in greater detail below. Clearly, bridging phenyls are strongly involved in the spin-polarization mechanism as connectors. This active role of the phenyl rings essentially relies on the fact that they are roughly coplanar with the radical rings as evidenced by the q 2 tilt angles, which are systematically lower than 38. At this point, relevance of the functional scheme hitherto used to account for the photomagnetic behavior of systems here considered can be questioned. These species can no longer be regarded as merely being made up of a diphenylanthracene as the photoresponsive spin coupler (even connector) and of the dangling radicals (IN or OV) as the SCs (see Scheme 2).
[32] In particular, phenyl groups can safely be considered as being the natural extension of radicals due to pronounced p conjugation rather than being preferably associated to the anthracene core, to which they are loosely coupled as indicated by q 1 values (738 on the average). Actually, there is room for the bridging connectors to get their own functional identity (see below). Accuracy of functional description is of pivotal importance to properly choose functional model species (i.e., dyads) to assess excited state magnetic behavior.
A more quantitative estimate of the spin delocalization can be derived from the analysis of the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (A iso ) computed for the mono-and diradical species. The calculated values, along with available experimental data, are gathered in Table 4 .
These data unambiguously show that 1) the radicals are centered on the IN and OV backbones and 2) SD perturbation (that is, spin polarization) is spreading over the attached phenyl rings and even on the anthracene units on which some spin density is found, giving rise to significant A iso values for the C atoms at positions 9 and 10 ( Figure 1 ). In addition, the good agreement with the experimental data obtained for the A iso values of the nitrogen nuclei of both IN and OV fragments further substantiates the relevance of our computational procedure. From the experimental data reported in Table 4 , it is also clear that in the case of OV derivatives, the A iso value of the nitrogen nuclei at positions 2 and 3 strongly depends on the substituent linked to C1 OV .
Spin-density patterns and magnetic properties of Td 1 and Td 2-excited state properties (Dd* functional model): Upon light-excitation of Td 1 and Td 2, a triplet excited state essentially located on the anthracene moiety is formed, giving rise to a metastable excited quintet state (Td 1* and Td 2*) as a result of enhanced, selective intersystem crossing (Scheme 3).
[32] To rationalize the magnetic behavior of Td 1* and Td 2* by using a Diracs phenomenological Hamiltonian, a three-J model should, in principle, be used. There are three different, linearly arranged, magnetic sites: the two remote permanent spin carriers (SCs) and the central transient open-shell excited photosensitizer *P (that is, excited triplet state of An). Therefore, J ES1 and J ES2 (ES = excited state) are supposed to describe the coupling between each of the two SCs and *P, while J ES-dir is defined as the direct interaction between the remote SCs (Scheme 3) through [B-*P-B] (or *A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G [B-P-B] in Scheme 2) assembly. To simplify the problem in the case of Td 1* and Td 2*, one can consider that J ES1 and J ES2 are equal for symmetry reasons. Also, contribution of the direct coupling between the SCs (that is, J ES-dir ) can be neglected, in first approximation, since its value is expected to be much smaller than J ES .
[32] The calculation of the magnetic coupling in the excited state is then reduced to a single J problem (J ES = J ES1 = J ES2 ), which is well approximated by the exchange coupling constant computed for the corresponding model dyads in the excited state (Dd 1* and Dd 2*), that is, J ES in Scheme 3. Such approximations have also been made for the interpretation of the experimental À5 a.u.). Table 4 . Computed isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (A iso , in Gauss) for selected nuclei of Td 1, Td 2, Dd 1, and Dd 2 in their most stable spin state. For labeling scheme refer to Figure 1a . data. [32] To summarize, the magnetic behavior in the excited state is therefore completely defined by a single J value that has been computed by applying the BS approach to the dyad model species (Dd 1* and Dd 2*). This permitted to significantly reduce the computational effort and to overcome the technical problems encountered in the calculation of excited BS states in case of Td 1* and of Td 2*.
The J ES values computed for Dd 1* and Dd 2* (Table 3 ) are indicative for a strong ferromagnetic coupling between the SC and the *P unit. The J ES values are of opposite sign and two orders of magnitude larger than the values computed for the direct coupling of the SCs in the ground state (i.e., J GS ) within corresponding triad models. These results are fully consistent with the experimental data, the excited state being ferromagnetic.
The strong coupling computed is not surprising, since the two radical units (P* and SC) strongly interact through the p system supported by bridging phenyls. As observed in the case of the ground state, a more detailed picture of magnetic coupling phenomena can be derived from the analysis of the computed spin-density maps. In Figure 4 , spin-density distributions calculated for Dd 1* and Dd 2* are reported.
First of all, significant spin density quite evenly delocalized over the anthracene backbone is observed, which corresponds to the formation of a triplet locally excited state, LES ( 3 An), as resulting from light-absorption of P. On the other hand, a spin polarization pattern is still found on both connecting extensions (the bridging phenyl elements, B) and part of the terminal SCs, in accordance with experimental findings.
[32] As compared to the ground state, the critical matching domain for the spin-density patterns of influential paramagnetic 3 An radical and peripheral SC has shifted from the anthracene core to the phenyl connectors. Clearly, the spin polarization phenomenon found to spread over the bridging phenyl essentially originates from the stable radical, overcoming the possible spin-delocalization effect dominant on the An entity. This prevalence of the spin polarization complies with the stronger p conjugation of phenyl connector (B) with dangling radical (q 2 < 38) than with anthracene (q 1 % 738), and despite excited state noticeable planarization (*q 1 % 57.58). As shown in Figure 4 , the energetically favored in-phase matching of the SD patterns is achieved only in the case of overall intramolecular ferromagnetic interaction corresponding to the S = 3/2 state for Dd 1* and Dd 2*, and according to conventional p-topological rules. [68] Hence, a ferromagnetic interaction between the three SCs (including 3 An) within Td 1* and Td 2*, leading to a S = 2 excited state, can also be derived. The lowest excited-state (thexi state) of both photoexcited dyads (Ddn*) and triads (Tdn*) is computed to be ferromagnetic, according to experimental issues. Interestingly, on the same basis that is, inphase matching of spin polarization patterns over the phenyl connectors, one can also infer that, conversely to the ground state, a ferromagnetic interaction between the triplet LES of the anthracene core and the SCs is systematically favored regardless of the topological connectivity of the two [B-SC] branches with respect to P, as exemplified by Td 3* and Td 4* (see below). These different behaviors are essentially due to the delocalized nature (with respect to inner SD) of the central nexus LES.
Calculation of g tensors:
To complete the characterization of existing Dd 1,2 and Td 1,2 systems, and to further establish present theoretical approach, g tensors were also calculated according to the procedure described in the Computational Methods section. In the cases of Td 1 and Td 2, we have calculated the g tensor of these systems in their ferromagnetic state (S = 1), although one should bear in mind that this state is only slightly higher in energy than the antiferromagnetic one and, above all, that spin multiplicity virtually has no noticeable effect over molecular geometry (see above). The results obtained are collected in Table 5 along with available experimental data.
Firstly, a general good agreement between computed and experimental data is noted. The deviation of Dg iso (that is, g iso vs. g e ) with respect to Dg iso derived from experiment ranges from about 140 ppm (case of Td 1*) to roughly 440 ppm (case of An*). Such an agreement is in line with other recent work [69, 70] demonstrating that the use of a medium-size basis set (even smaller than the Pople mix adopted here), hybrid (or even GGA) functionals, and Koseki effective charges allow the accurate reproduction of g tensors in molecular systems containing light atoms, such as the organic radicals here considered.
Secondly, g iso values computed for the triplet states of anthracene and diphenylanthracene are found to lie closer to the g value of the free electron (that is, smaller Dg iso ) than all other SC-derivatized systems. This finding can be qualitatively rationalized given that, in the cases of An and [phAn-ph] references, spin density is essentially localized on carbon atoms, which are lighter than the nitrogen or oxygen atoms of spin carriers (moreover supporting almost completely ASP of the molecules when present). As a consequence, spin-orbit coupling is expected to be greater for dyads and triads, resulting in larger Dg iso shifts with respect to g e . These issues are also fully consistent with experimental findings.
[32h-j]
When comparing the g iso values computed for Td 1 and Td 2 to those of the corresponding monoradical species (Dd 1 and Dd 2), a negligible deviation is found, further substantiating the weakness of the coupling between the SCs in the ground state, which was already inferred from structural and magnetic coupling analyses. In this respect, comparison between the g tensors computed for the ground and the excited states of similar systems is even more instructive. A significant reduction of the g iso is systematically obtained when going from the ground state to the excited state, in qualitative and quantitative consistency with the experimental data available for Dd 1 and Dd 2. In the case of Dd 1, for instance, a reduction in g iso value of approximately 2600 ppm is calculated upon excitation, in good agreement with the experimental estimate of 1700/2700 ppm.
[32h,j] The decrease in g iso for the excited state of mono-and diradicals can be rationalized by assuming that each of the subunits involved, including the radicals (that is, the (B)-SCs, likened to Ddn) and the photoexcited anthracene core (P*), do retain its electronic (and above all, magnetic) identity when coupling in the excited state. This assumption is confirmed by the analysis of the overall ASP of each of the P, B, and SC fragments. On the one hand, in the excited state, two electrons are fully localized on the 3 An unit, and one electron is localized on each of the SCs. On the other hand, the phenyl B subunits are only spin-polarized by SCs and 3 An and thus carry virtually no net overall spin density. As a consequence, the overall g iso can be computed as the weighted sum of g iso values of individual subunits. In the case of dyads, g iso is therefore expressed as Equation (8) and, for triads (Tdn) as Equation (9), with n being 1 or 2 (that is, Dd 1/Td 1 or Dd 2/Td 2) depending on whether IN or OV derivatives are considered.
g iso ðDd n*;S ¼ 3=2Þ ¼ g iso ðDd n;S ¼ 1=2Þ þ 2g iso ðP*;S ¼ 1Þ 3
g iso ðTd n*;S ¼ 2Þ ¼ g iso ðDd n;S ¼ 1=2Þ þ 2g iso ðP*;S ¼ 1Þ 2
Substituting computed values of Table 5 in these expressions allows us to demonstrate their fulfillment in the cases of both mono-and diradicals. Furthermore, these expressions also account for the variation of g iso (observed and computed) on going from the ground to the excited state, which is smaller for the verdazyl derivative (Dd 2) than for the iminonitroxide monoradical (Dd 1). Actually, this difference in g iso (Dg iso(GSÀES) ) can be written as Equation (10).
Dg isoðGSÀESÞ ¼ g iso ðDd n;S ¼ 1=2ÞÀg iso ðDd n*;S ¼ 3=2Þ ¼ 2ðg iso ðDd n;S ¼ 1=2ÞÀg iso ðP*;S ¼ 1ÞÞ 3
For the IN-based monoradical (dyad Dd 1), the rather large difference (Dg iso(GSÀES) ) found results from a g iso value significantly larger (by ca. 3800 ppm in absolute value) than that estimated for anthracene or phenylanthracene. The latter discrepancy in g iso stems from the larger spin-orbit coupling due to the presence of relevant spin density located on the oxygen atoms of the SC. On the other hand, given that the g iso value of the verdazyl monoradical (essentially involving nitrogen atoms) is only 1200 ppm larger than that of P*, the Dg iso(GSÀES) found for OV derivatives is therefore significantly smaller than that calculated for the IN-based species.
Finally, we also note that the g iso value of photoexcited diphenylanthracene is slightly smaller than that of triplet anthracene, indicating that the SD originating from 3 An spreads a little over the phenyl connectors and is then shared between a larger number of nuclei. Hence, the lowering of the Dg iso also reflects the non-negligible coupling between the B connectors (ph) and the P core (An). For the excited state, to decide whether B elements should be preferably considered as part of the photosensitizer (P*) or as extensions of the SC units is not that straightforward, especially since both the remote radicals and the 3 An-centered triplet induce a polarization of the spin density present on the phenyls ("match/mismatch" zone). However, from viewpoint of atomic spin populations (ASP), these spin densities are rather scarce (less than 0.1 electrons per B) relative to [b] ) 2000 1200
Dd 1 S = 1/2 Dd 2 S = 1/2 Dd 1* S = 3/2 Dd 2* S = 3/2 [c] /4700 [a] 1800 2000 [b] 1200 [d] /1700 [b] [a] the ASPs of spin providers, which virtually retain their electronic (and magnetic) integrity: 1.96 electrons formally A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G ascribed to the triplet anthracene (instead of two electrons) and 1.0 electron on average for each of the SCs. Thus, beyond considering intensity of intercomponent magnetic interaction with respect to preservation of the magnetic integrity of individual spin providers (regardless of their persistent or transient natures), the picture we get fits a localized description at the magnetic level, including in the excited state. Clearly, this is of great help for the computation and rationalization of the magnetic properties even though only their subtle interplay determines the overall magnetic behavior of the molecule. Indications regarding the magnitude of the coupling between the subunits within various molecular assemblies can be derived from the comparison of energy gaps between the lowest thexi state and the relaxed ground state (S 0 ) computed for the anthracene and diphenylanthracene either isolated or embedded in mono-and diradical systems (Table 6 ). On the one hand, the S 0 !T 1 energy gap is found to significantly decrease by about 5.5 % (that is, 0.10 eV) on going from anthracene to diphenylanthracene deprived of radical moieties, once again indicating that the phenyl units are indeed involved in the photoexcitation process. On the other hand, regarding radical species, even though S 0 !Qr 1 energy gap calculated for monoradical is roughly the same (within 0.02 eV) as that obtained for isolated diphenylanthracene (S 0 !T 1 ); the S 0 !Qn 1 energy gap computed for the triad diradicals is found to be smaller than for the dyads (down to 1.63 eV for Td 2* vs. 1.73 eV for Dd 2*).
To summarize, the present theoretical approach is shown to accurately reproduce experimental ground-state observables including structural features, exchange coupling constants J/k B and g tensors reported so far for investigated polyads and related reference compounds. Our computational approach also accounts for excited-state behaviors at either level of structural (such as planarization) or magnetic properties (switching from ground-state antiferromagnetic coupling of remote SCs to a ferromagnetic one in the excited state). Finally, and most importantly, excited-state intramolecular exchange couplings could be quantitatively estimated and were found in the order of magnitude expected from experimental issues.
[32h,j] In other words, the reliability of the computational method used here has been fully established and quantitative assessment of key excited-state magnetic parameters (e.g., J) now paves the way for undertaking further examination of photomagnetic systems in view to rationally improve their performances.
Functional description of photoactive p-conjugated organic molecules-towards photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs): Accurate account of photomagnetic properties of diradical species was made possible by proper choice of reference functional models for both of their ground and excited state behaviors, namely diradical molecules (triads) and monoradical species (dyads), respectively. It is worth noting that the use of HDVV Hamiltonian is appropriate if these models fit a localized description with respect to their magnetic features. [71] Interestingly, such a localized description is reminiscent of a key requirement that so-called photochemical molecular devices (PMDs) have to fit (with respect to their electronic features, in this case) into the framework of specifically developed conceptual corpus of supramolecular photochemistry. [14] It was therefore of paramount importance to check to what extent we are dealing with multicomponent assemblies in which subunits retain their individual properties including in the excited state.
Close structure-property relationships are assuredly one of the salient features of presently studied "potentially" fully p-conjugated organic systems, so that it is worthwhile to take advantage of both structural and electronic/magnetic analytical grids to derive their functional schemes.
From a structural viewpoint, molecules are made up of three types of subunits: anthracene core (An), intervening phenyl rings (ph), and terminal dangling radicals (IN and OV). There are two types of interannular direct connections represented by dihedral angles q 1 and q 2 between An, ph, and IN/OV rings, respectively (Figure 1) . The whole assembly is potentially fully conjugated. However, from structure optimization of both ground and excited states, it appears that there exists an intramolecular steric congestion essentially located about the An-ph linkage as revealed by q 1 value, which is larger than 568 in all cases (geometrical decoupling), also after the occurrence of the excited-state planarization process (*q 1 ). Conversely, q 2 is systematically smaller than 38. From an electronic viewpoint, ph is strongly conjugated with the IN/OV moiety and is therefore worth being considered as the natural extension of the dangling radical rather than the extension of the loosely conjugated An core (Scheme 2). [32, 33a] From a functional viewpoint, stable radicals are the permanent spin carriers (SCs) in both the ground and the excited states. In the ground state, An is the photosensitizer (P). When promoted in its excited triplet state ( 3 An), P is then paramagnetic and hence works as a transient spin carrier (*P = *SC). Thus, functional schemes are not the same in the ground state and in the excited state. In the former state, the two remote SCs of diradical species interact through the closed-shell assembly made up of [ph-An-ph], which acts as the spin coupler. In the latter state, the most Table 6 . Total energy differences (DE, in eV) computed for anthracene (An) and 9,10-diphenylanthracene (ph-An-ph) (singlet (S 0 , S = 0) to triplet (T 1 , S = 1)), Dd 1 and Dd 2 (doublet (D 0 , S = 1/2) to quartet (Qr 1 , S = 3/2)), and Td 1 and Td 2 (triplet (T 1 , S = 1) to quintet (Qn 1 , S = 2)).
An [a] ph-An-ph [a] Dd 1
Td 2 [a] S 0 -T 1 1.81 [b] /2.14 [c] 1.71 [b] /2.01 [c] D 0 -Qr 1 1.73 [b] 1.73 [b] T 1 -Qn 1 1.68 [b] 1.63 [b] [a] Structure optimized at LANL2 level and energy evaluate at LANL2 level. [b] Energy gap between relaxed excited and ground states. [c] Vertical transition energy.
prominent interaction is by far the one mediated by intervening ph as the spin coupler, involving *SC and each of the remote SCs. It is worth noting that owing to its central location, the effective function of a nexus state is given to *P making possible an effective correlation (alignment) of the peripheral spins borne by SC remote radicals (Schemes 1 and 3). [72] Whether or not phenyl bridges (B) should be considered as full functional elements like others (assign role of connectors) is not a determining concern at the present stage of the study, even though improvement of photomagnetic effect may go through optimization of the B element. [28] Brought together, these issues allow the revision of the functional models for ground and excited state behaviors; [32, 33a, 73] Regarding suitability of a localized description of photomagnetic compounds, analysis of atomic spin population (ASP) distribution of both their ground and excited states confirms that magnetic sites (SCs and *SC anthracene triplet-state) virtually retain their "magnetic integrity" (that is, localization) regardless of the persistent or transient natures of the SCs and despite "somewhat misleading" spreading of the SD perturbation over the whole molecular backbones noticed on various spin-density maps. Triplet LES of anthracene is therefore worth to be considered as a magnetic "supersite" in the same capacity as other usual smaller magnetic sites. Clearly, sturdiness of local magnetic properties with respect to intersite magnetic (and electronic) coupling is greater than stability of local electronic properties upon increasing intercomponent electronic coupling.
ASP, that is, the amount of electron(s) present over a defined domain, is actually also informative for 1) the strength of the coupling interaction when concerning a local spin polarization about a critical intercomponent connection (link-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G age) [32h] and 2) the spatial expanse of a magnetic site. Spindensity maps are essentially informative for 1) the mechanism, that is, inter-(magnetic)-site polarization versus on-(magnetic)-site delocalization, and 2) the derived nature of (exchange) magnetic coupling (ferro/antiferro, depending on resulting SD interference pattern).
Magnetic sites appear to be spatially more localized than corresponding electronic counterparts. Thus, the excited triplet state of anthracene is a locally excited state (LES) from an electronic (photophysical) viewpoint, but involves its phenyl substituents to a great extent. This point, visualized by spin-density maps, is also revealed by 1) excitedstate planarization about q 1 , 2) computed decrease of g iso upon photoexcitation of isolated diphenylanthracene, and 3) decrease of energy gap between relaxed ground state and triplet excited state on going from An to [ph-An-ph]. Nonetheless, with regard to its actual spatial extent, the corresponding ASP is virtually confined to the anthracene core over which SD is furthermore delocalized. Because of its respectable spatial extension (the whole An backbone) with respect to usual magnetic sites (e.g., IN), triplet LES ( 3 An) is quoted as a magnetic "supersite". Also, it has been demonstrated that the variation, upon excitation, of g iso values attached to dyads could be accurately computed from the weighted contributions of their parent components (namely, the SC within the dyad and *P). This point is a hallmark of supermolecules, that is, of weakly coupled multicomponent systems. [14] The status of the phenyl B subunits with respect to ASP is different from that of magnetic sites. The spin-polarization pattern of ASP present on each phenyl groupand preferably located at nuclei directly proximal to the An core-is partly responsible for quite significant magnetic coupling (ca. + 80 cm
À1
) between central paramagnetic triplet state and remote doublet state of persistent radicals. However, the overall ASP attached to these phenyls is negligible (< 0.1 e À ). The same localized description also holds for the ground state of diradical species, but, in this case, it only concerns the stable paramagnetic terminal sites. The point is that magnetic coupling is sufficiently small not to endanger magnetic identity of interacting sites (SC and *SC) in the same manner as electronic interaction is adequately weak to save electronic integrity of components in PMDs assemblies. [14] As a matter of fact, the critical threshold for magnetic interaction is dramatically higher than for electronic coupling.
The above-derived issues concerning actual identity of magnetic (super)sites, their preserved magnetic integrity within excited assemblies, and the contribution of phenyl B subunits is further confirmed by careful analysis of active molecular orbitals (MOs; see Supporting Information). In particular, the localized nature of various magnetic sites as well as their relative spatial extents can be derived from the shape of their respective singly occupied MOs (SOMOs). Thus, magnetic site of IN (within Dd 1) is essentially composed of its nitroxyl (NO) and imino nitrogen atoms (Figure SI-2) , while that of OV (within Dd 2) is made up of its four atoms (Figure SI-3) . SOMOs attached to 3 A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G [ph-An-ph] are composed of up to ten of the 14 carbon atoms of the An backbone and virtually none of the two phenyl groups (Figure SI-4) , hence, again, 3 An denotes a magnetic "super"-site. Therefore, magnetic sites are actually only parts of the SC functional components.
The overall picture we get is illustrated in Scheme 4, for the favorable (i.e., energy advantaged) case of in-phase matching of spin-polarization patterns attached to various magnetic sites. The spin coupler(s) refers to part(s) of the molecular backbone supporting a (super)exchange pathway(s) between magnetic sites, that is, undergoing spin polarization. Phenyl B units are parts of the spin coupler(s) in both the ground and excited states; An is part of the spin coupler in the ground state only.
Thus, the relevance of a Heisenberg-Dirac treatment of the (photo)magnetic properties of the supermolecules [14] currently investigated is confirmed as we are dealing with mul-ticomponent systems (localized description; Schemes 3 and 4).
Finally, the overall functional picture we get by applying analytical grid perfected for PMDs leads us to propose extending and transposing the latter paradigm to the herein investigated magnetic systems, so that we can now refer to photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs) with adjustments (on a rise) of the critical level of intercomponent (electronic-magnetic) coupling.
Alternative topological connectivity for iminonitroxide derivatives-Td 3, Td 4, Dd 3, and Dd 4: Once the relevance of the theoretical modeling was checked against available experimental data [32b-d,g-j] and the functional picture of photoresponsive supermolecules was refined, computational tools were used to investigate the contribution of the various parameters to photomagnetic behavior, intending to improve the efficiency of the PMMDs, for example, by increasing exchange coupling in the excited state. As already underscored for the potentially fully p-conjugated systems investigated, structure-property relationships are all the more prominent, since functional behavior is largely governed by intercomponent couplings and semirigid architectures allow conformational fluctuations. [55-57, 66a] Given that SD distribution attached to the triplet locally excited state of *P is roughly uniform, that is, of the same sign regardless of the connection site of An core, it was therefore interesting to vary the topological connectivity (Figure 1b) with an eye to changes of the dihedral angle q 1 related to a steric decongestion about the canted planes of the P core and B connectors. In doing so, the only parameter varied in the excited state is therefore the strength of the coupling between *SC (that is, *P) and the remote SCs, which depends for the most part on q 1 . [74] According to refined descriptions of PMMDs provided above, no such favorable change of the key excited-state exchange coupling can be expected by alternatively varying the connection scheme of the dangling SCs about the B connectors (essentially affecting downward optimum value of q 2 twist angle). [32a,c,e,h, 75] Ground-and excited-state magnetic behavior of two bis-IN derivatives (Td 3 and Td 4, Figure 1b ) with alternative connection schemes, which have not yet been studied experimentally, were analyzed theoretically. Structural data computed for these diradicals as well as for affiliated monoradicals (Dd 3 and Dd 4, Figure 1b ) are reported in Table 7 and in the Supporting Information (Table SI-III) . In contrast to systems Td 1 and Td 2, remote SCs within Td 3 and Td 4 are no longer symmetry related.
From inspection of Table 7 it appears that structural parameters of the iminonitroxide moieties are almost the same as those computed for the phenyl-substituted IN radical, regardless of whether the latter is isolated or embedded in Td 1 or Dd 1. Furthermore, for biradical systems Td 3 and Td 4, there is a negligible effect of the overall spin multiplicity on the internal structural parameters of the SCs, as already underscored for Td 1 and Td 2. Thus, SC subunits retain their identity at the structural level in both cases of the radical and biradical systems. Nonetheless, there are significant structural differences for the new topologies, in particular for Td 4 and Dd 4. In the ground state, smaller q 1 values are computed for the phenyl group connected to the anthracene unit at position C1 An (ca. 528 for Td 3 and Dd 3) or C2 An (ca. 338 for Td 4 and Dd 4) as compared to q 1 value for phenyl group connected at position C10 An , which keeps the same conformation as that computed within affiliated Td 1 and Dd 1 (q 1 % 728). Clearly, in the ground state, this angular disparity is not related to electronic effects, since the [a] The first value corresponds to the iminonitroxide linked at position C10 An ; the second to that at position C1 An . [b] The first value corresponds to the iminonitroxide linked at position C10 An , the second to that at position C2 An .
Scheme 4. The energy-advantaged in-phase matching of spin-polarization patterns: Spin coupler: (dotted); magnetic (super)sites: bold; spin-polarization patterns (empty arrows); J ES-dir (Scheme 3) is negligible.
overall spin-density population (ASP) on the anthracene unit is unchanged relative to that found for Td 1 and Dd 1. Actually, the structure flattening of Td 3 and Td 4 derivatives can be explained in terms of differential steric hindrance. Steric repulsion between hydrogen atoms of the phenyl spacers and peri-hydrogen (p-H) atom(s) of adjacent ring(s) of the anthracene platform is gradually increasing when going from C2 An (no p-H atom; Dd 4) to C1 An (one p-H atom; Dd 3) and C10 An (two p-H atoms; Dd 1; Figure 1 ), in qualitative agreement with the computed q 1 values.
Upon photoexcitation, the main sizable structural effect is the planarization [62] about q 1 , which is computed to be of similar amplitude for various dyads Dd 1, Dd 3, and Dd 4, that is, a reduction of q 1 of approximately 15-20 % subsequent to spin-density redistribution.
In summary, from a structural point of view, derivatives Td 3 and Td 4 are very similar to their parent compound Td 1, although smaller steric constraints make a larger coupling possible between the SCs through intervening B connectors and P units in both the ground and the excited states.
The magnetic behavior of the Td 3 and Td 4 derivatives, in the ground and in the excited states, can be rationalized along the same lines followed for Td 1 and Td 2. The J GS values obtained for Td 3 and Td 4, are reported in Table 8 .
As expected, the two SCs are loosely coupled in the ground state through the closed-shell diphenylanthracene network, which provides a poor magnetic superexchange pathway. Although the broken symmetry approach is not precise enough to allow a quantitative discussion of these small J values (as already mentioned for Td 1 and Td 2), the sign of J (referring to ferro-or antiferromagnetic coupling) can safely be determined from this method. Thus, the iminonitroxide radicals in Td 3 are found to be antiferromagnetically weakly coupled (J GS /k B = À0.1 K), like in Td 1 and conversely to Td 4, in which they are found to weakly couple ferromagnetically (J GS /k B = + + 0.5 K) even in the ground state. These issues are in agreement with the mechanistic picture we got from the spin-density map computed for Dd 1. Indeed, in the case of the connection scheme of Td 4, a constructive interference pattern over the anthracene core, that is, in-phase matching of the spin polarizations originating from the radicals (and mediated by the phenyl connectors), is found only when the two iminonitroxide radicals are ferromagnetically coupled ( Figure 5 ). Antiferromagnetic layout of the dangling radicals results in an energetically disfavored phase-mismatch of the spin-density patterns in particular at positions C10 An and C2 An . This destructive interference is also revealed by overall lowering of the spin polarization found on the An domain ( Figure 5 ).
In the excited state, the coupling between the triplet excited state of the anthracene magnetic supersite, and the two iminonitroxide magnetic sites should now be described by two different exchange coupling constants J ES1 and J ES2 , respectively (Scheme 3). The first one accounts for the interaction with the iminonitroxyl linked at position C10 An and the second one is for the SC connected through intervening phenyl groups at positions C1 An (for Td 3*) or C2 An (for Td 4*). By applying the same approximation as for the case of Td 1, that is, by neglecting the contribution of the direct interaction between the remote SCs (J ES-dir ; Scheme 3), the coupling between each of the spin carrier and the triplet anthracene can be approximated by the exchange coupling constant computed, in the excited state, for the corresponding P-(B)-SC dyad systems; that is, Dd 1* for J ES1 (Table 3) and Dd 3* or Dd 4* for J ES2 (Table 8) . As expected on the basis of the spin-density maps computed for the quartet excited state of the model dyads, the coupling is ferromagnetic in all cases and consequently also for affiliated triads. However, excited-state magnetic-exchange pathways related to alternative connection schemes of Td 3 and Td 4 are found to be less efficient (J ES2 /k B = + + 91.5 K on average) than that of Td 1 and Td 2 relying on the usual arrangement the SCs along the C9 An -C10
An axial positions (J ES1 /k B = + + 127 K) in spite of the reduced steric hindrance about q 1 (strengthened P-B coupling).
Close inspection of spin-density maps computed for the lowest thexi state of various polyads, including reference anthracene and diphenylanthracene, reveals that the spin density is not that evenly distributed over the anthracene backbone. This pattern is of similar shape in all cases, hence it is an intrinsic feature of the triplet LES of the acene core. As already noted by Teki, [32h] ASPs located at key connection sites of the central ring (that is, ca. 0.75 e À at each of the C9 An and C10 An positions) [76] are much larger than ASPs found at C1 An (ca. 0.23 e À ) or C2 An sites (ca. 0.07 e À ) of the side rings, while it is recognized that magnitude of J is also related to amount of spin density mobilized for exchange interactions. [77] Brought together, these findings may explain that, in the excited state, exchange pathways relying on two different rings (even directly fused), that is, including at least one of the side rings (as is typically the case for connection schemes of Td 3 and Td 4), are less efficient than exchange channel of Td 1 and Td 2 relying on the sole central ring of anthracene.
General comments: First of all, the present work was aimed at quantitatively assessing key parameters-essentially magnetic exchange coupling constants (J)-allowing accurate description of photoinduced, intramolecular, spin-alignment process that occurs within purpose-designed open-shell organic molecules. Determination of excited-state J values (J ES ) was achieved by the successful use of the HDVV Hamiltonian thanks to the relevance of the localized description of basic magnetic features at the molecular level. Indeed, the localized nature of the magnetic sites embedded in the p-delocalized molecular framework has been established, and found to be independent of their persistent or transient, slightly more diffuse (e.g. triplet LES-termed magnetic "supersite"), natures. Hence, by naturally drawing our inspiration from the paradigm of so-called photochemical molecular devices (PMDs), pertinent model systems for groundand excited-state behaviors were derived together with the definition of a new class of photoresponsive multicomponent assemblies, showing light-driven changes of their magnetic features, namely, photomagnetic molecular devices, PMMDs.
From a more qualitative viewpoint, we found that recourse to terminology normally used for waves through pictorial "interference of polarized SD distributions" made long-range magnetic interaction between two or more localized magnetic sites embedded in a rather large p-delocalized framework (that is, in a potentially fully conjugated system) more straightforwardly understandable. This representation allows us to take into account both magnetic sites and supersites as well as the fading of the ASPs with the distance for long-range interactions, which is not explicitly considered when qualitatively applied (to short-range interaction) conventional p-topological rules. [11, 68] Here, the "wavy" feature of the SD actually refers to the particular pattern of SD distribution attached to a single paramagnetic (super)site and characterized by sign alternation as a result of antiferromagnetic interaction between neighboring sites of the p system due to on-site Coulomb repulsion (polarization mechanism). Amplitude attached to these "wavy" (polarized) SD distributions spreading over the p-delocalized system, would be essentially defined at each site (atom) of the p system as the absolute value of (aÀb) net electron-spin contribution that is, the ASP, and would be reducing with the distance to the SD epicentre (that is, the magnetic site location, either mono-or oligo-to multiatomic as is the case for triplet of anthracene "supersite"). Hence, superposition of two or more SD "wavy" distributions, each attached to odd electron spins, results in a new SD pattern corresponding to actual superexchange pathway for interacting magnetic sites (Figures 3 and 5) , which can either be ferro-or antiferromagnetic. Depending on the matching or the mismatching of the SD distribution patterns, pictorially referred to as constructive or destructive interferences, ASP attached to the new pattern-and defined at each position of the p framework-is enlarged or diminished accordingly, which is directly related to the magnitude of the resulting exchange coupling. It is worth noting that destructive interference of SD patterns results in an energy disadvantaged coupling, regardless of its ferro-or antiferromagnetic nature. To summarize, this qualitative and somewhat pictorial approach allowed us to account for both the ground-and excited-state magnetic behaviors of multispin systems relying on longrange to short-range interactions, mediated by a p-delocalized framework (superexchange coupling) including "conformational defects" (e.g., interannular twist angles such as q 1 ).
Amongst the various possible P/B/SC connection schemes explored by us [78] and others, [32a-e,g-j] B functionalization at the C9 An -and C10 An -positions of P is found to be more efficient for generating photoinduced intramolecular spin alignment, despite the detrimental effect of greater P/B intercomponent steric hindrance (reflected by q 1 ) upon magnetic coupling. Actually, partial localization of SD at C9 An /C10 An positions more than compensates for adverse opposite contribution of geometrical decoupling, even if lowered on occasion of transient structural relaxation process, namely, planarization. Large ASP values attached to C9
An -and C10 Anpositions of triplet anthracene also give to these sites peculiar sensitivity, for instance revealed by preferential location for photodimerization process and Dewar valence isomerism. [36] Most importantly, detailed analysis of ground-and excited-state magnetic behaviors of corresponding biradical species exhibiting symmetric (Td 1,2) and asymmetric (Td 3,4) intramolecular connection schemes shows that photosensitive anthracene is a suitable functional element to induce effective ferromagnetic alignment (correlation) of spin carriers lying at its periphery when promoted in its triplet excited state. These findings open up new guidelines for the design of photoresponsive multispin systems composed of more than two permanent SCs arranged about the acene core and giving rise to metastable high-spin molecules (Scheme 1a). Indeed, beyond structural symmetry of the anthracene center, the natural uniformity of the SD pattern attached to the nexus excited state (activated magnetic "supersite") is of crucial importance. However, full exploitation of the connection potential of anthracene, as a dendritic connector or a molecular hub, by multisite derivatization is anticipated to dramatically distort the structure of the acene backbone. [79] Such a distortion is also likely to alter (but not that much) [79] the key inner delocalized pattern of SD of the nexus state and individual P-B coupling interactions, even though the latter are expected to remain correlated. Bridging (B) elements connectors not only mediate magnetic communication between remote SCs and the central nexus core, they also act as spacers, easing multiderivatization by reducing steric congestion in the direct surrounding of P (Scheme 1). [80] Therefore, B elements are bound to be a prominent part in the design of the new PMMDs. In a forthcoming paper, we will show that photomagnetic performances are indeed markedly improved by replacing a p-phenylene connector by an heterocyclic building block. [28, 81] Applications of such PMMDs are envisioned in the field of molecular spintronic devices. [82] Indeed, on the one hand, photoinduced alignment of intramolecular spins can be likened to an electron-spin polarization transfer from a unique excitonic trigger to originally uncorrelated (or loosely correlated) spins of dangling radicals and, on the other hand, the resulting in-phase correlation of peripheral spins (spin alignment) can be viewed as the transposition at the intramolecular level of spin coherences produced in semiconductor-based spintronic devices.
[83]
Conclusion
Through-space interactions, whether inter-or intramolecular, are ubiquitous in molecule-based magnetic materials and are recognized to be sometimes even determining. For photomagnetic molecular devices (PMMDs), magnetic properties are essentially governed by intramolecular interactions and in particular by through-bond mediated coupling. This feature makes it possible to achieve their rational design according to an approach similar to that developed for photochemical molecular devices (PMDs). The design method is based on a reductionist analysis of the targeted function and consists of identifying different candidates for basic component-related properties that could be associated. [14] Therefore, successful application of conceptual precepts of supramolecular photochemistry adapted to magnetic properties (photomagnetism) partly relies on the nature of bridging elements (connectors B). Indeed, beyond the architectural rigidity that they have to ensure, intervening B elements are in the present case supposed to mediate rather strong magnetic coupling, such as the exchange coupling as compared to the dipolar interaction. Phenylene units, regardless of their ortho/meta/para connection schemes, are thus particularly well suited as connectors.
There is no net SD transport neither is there transfer through the bridging connector of magnetic sites; that is, there is no charge transfer (CT) character. The magnitude of exchange coupling of the magnetic sites is essentially determined by the amplitude of polarization (characterized by local ASP) at the connecting sites, that is, about intercomponent (SC-B and B-*SC/ 3 P) linkages, but in no way it is determined by integrated value of SD or ASP present over the connector domain, which remains equal to zero. Polarization is worth being viewed as a perturbation that locally roughly compensates over two adjacent sites (sign alternation), solely mediating magnetic information. Whether or not intramolecular polarization at the electronic level induced by bridging elements (and giving partial CT character to the multicomponent system) is likely to enhance SD polarization pattern, thus rendering the magnetic exchange coupling more efficient, deserves to be clarified. [81] Purely organic systems and attached magnetic supersites (such as the triplet state of An) have the great asset over inorganic cores that they show more potential as dendritic connectors (nexus) than metal ions, which are limited by their coordination number.
Finally, the PMMDs here studied can be referred to as two-branched, photoactivable "proto-dendritic connectors" (in the case of triad assemblies), and are amongst the most promising type of multifunctional system aimed at playing a role in the transposition of conventional spintronics (based on microchips) into molecular-scale devices: towards (supra)molecular spintronics. [a] From X-ray structure of 1,1-dimethyl-2,5-bis-(iminonitroxyl-phenyl)-
3,4-diphenylsilole (TPSIN).
[33a]
Table SI-II. Structural parameters computed for oxo-verdazyl (OV) derivatives Td2 and Dd2 in the ground state (Td2, Dd2) and in the excited state (Td2*, Dd2*) as a function of the overall spin state. Available X-ray data for similar systems are given for comparison purposes. Distances in Å, angles in degrees. For labeling scheme refer to Figure 1a . [a] "notB" name extension refers to molecules deprived of t-butyl group on their An core. [b] X-ray structure of 1,3,5-triphenyl-6-oxoverdazyl from ref.
[60c].
[c] X-ray structure of 1,5-dimethyl-3-(2-pyridyl)-6-oxoverdazyl radical from ref. [60a] . Table SI- IN (exp. [b] ) S =1 /2 dC ; the second to that at position C 1 An .
[b] From X-ray structure of 1,1-dimethyl-2,5-bis-(iminonitroxyl-phenyl)-3,4-diphenylsilole (TPSIN).
[c]
The first value corresponds to the iminonitroxide linked at position C 10 An , the second to that at position C 2 An .
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